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Abstract

In order to determine a successful flight route plan, an airline company must balance a variety of
parameters. Because these parameters represent conflicting ideas, a multi-objective optimization method
is necessary to solve the equations. In this paper I will discuss four methods that can be used - Pareto
Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, Monte Carlo Simulation and Weight-Based Optimization. I will then
compare how these methods can be used in a numerical example and how effective they are in a real-life
case study.

I. INTRODUCTION

Amulti-objective problem is one in which
there are a variety of parameters that
must be simultaneously optimized. In

many cases, the optimum point for one param-
eter will not be the optimum point for the other
parameters. The purpose of a multi-objective
solution is to find the optimum point for the
entire problem by looking at all parameters.
There are a variety of methods used to solve
these types of problems. This paper will com-
pare four different approaches to optimization
- Pareto optimum, genetic algorithm, Monte
Carlo simulation and weights - and how they
can be used to solve the real-world problem of
flight route optimization.

I. Pareto Optimization
Vilfredo Pareto was an Italian economist and
sociologist. He discovered the Pareto optimum,
which is reached when the following condi-
tions apply: "One is given real differentiable
functions ui : W ! R defined on a manifold
W say for i = 1, . . . , m. What is the nature
of curves j : R ! W with the derivative
d/dt(ui · j)(t) positive for all i, t? For what
x 2 W does there exist such a j with j(0) = x?
The critical Pareto set q is defined as the set of
x 2 W, for which there is no such j. The main

problem is a study of q.7" The idea is to find a
specific point where you can no longer increase
an objective without simultaneously decreas-
ing one of the other objectives. This is then
considered the optimum point of the problem.
One of the benefits of Pareto optimization is
that it indicates when a solution is as efficient
as it can be. One of the disadvantages to Pareto
optimization is that it is possible to have many
different points that are Pareto optimums, but
not every point may necessarily accomplish the
goal of the problem (See Figure 1).

Figure 1: Pareto Optimums
!
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This shows three different scenarios that
are each a Pareto optimum. Neither A, B, or
C can be increased without decreasing one of
the others. However, they would all be very
different solutions to the same problem.
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II. Genetic Algorithm Optimization
In his book titled Adaptation in Natural and Arti-
ficial Selection, John Holland developed the idea
of the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The idea of a
GA is somewhat based on Charles Darwin’s
theory of evolution and natural selection. A
GA begins with a randomly generated group
of possible solutions. From this set, individuals
are selected that are more "fit." The fitness of
a possible solution is determined by its ability
to optimize the given function. The GA takes
these solutions as parents and creates new off-
spring. This process is known as crossover. The
offspring are a combination of the two parent
solutions. This creates a new generation of pos-
sible solutions that are hopefully more fit than
the parent generation. The process of creating
offspring and determining fitness continues
through additional iterations. A more complex
GA may also include mutations. Mutations are
created by randomly switching certain bits of
data in the offspring. This allows the GA to
search many different options within the solu-
tion space to ensure it is not trapped by a local
optimum.

A GA is useful for a wide variety of diffi-
cult global optimization problems, including
scheduling problems, the traveling salesman,
bin-packing problems and a range of machine-
learning problems or artificial intelligence.5

The benefit of a GA is that it can simultane-
ously search different regions within a solution
space, making it beneficial for problems with
non-convex, discontinuous and multi-modal
solution spaces.6 The GA also creates popu-
lation statistics for each generation, allowing
the researcher to see the performance of the
individual solutions.4 This is also helpful be-
cause an optimum solution can be selected
from any of the previous generations. Finally,
a GA does not require any input from the re-
searcher regarding priority, scale or weight of
the objectives.6

III. Monte Carlo Optimization
The Monte Carlo optimization method was de-
veloped at the beginning of the digital com-

puter age. It was one of the first examples
of the potential to solve large-scale complex
problems using a computer.1 It is especially
useful for problems that require the evalua-
tion of multivariable integrals, summations
and global minima of multivariable functions
and the points at which these minima occur.1

Monte Carlo simulations work by randomly
selecting a finite number of points from a spe-
cific region and using them to calculate an ap-
proximation of the optimum solution.

IV. Weight-Based Optimization

A fourth approach to solving a multi-objective
problem is to assign weights to each of the
parameters and create a single objective prob-
lem. This is a much easier problem to solve.
The downside to weight-based optimization is
that it relies heavily on a decision maker, who
must make the final decisions in an optimiza-
tion problem. Pareto optimums and genetic
algorithms also require some input from a de-
cision maker; however, their role is limited to
choosing between different options generated
by a formula. In weight-based optimization,
the decision maker has a much greater respon-
sibility, because they must predetermine the
importance of the different parameters being
optimized.

Another disadvantage to a weight-based ap-
proach is that it is a single-objective problem,
which gives a single solution. To find addi-
tional solutions, the decision maker must solve
the equation for a variety of weights.6 Con-
sequently, this approach works best for more
simplistic multi-objective problems.

II. THE PROBLEM

One of the central aspects of an airline’s busi-
ness model is its flight schedule. This deter-
mines how many passengers they can carry,
how many planes they will need and between
what destinations they can fly. The main objec-
tive of an airline company is to make a profit;
however, they must also be conscientious of
customer satisfaction. If customers are not sat-
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isfied with their experirence, they may choose
to fly with a different airline on subsequent
trips. Unfortunately for the airline, what yields
the highest profit does not always bring the
highest level of customer satisfaction. For ex-
ample, it is more profitable to fly a route when
the plane is full. This may mean stopping at
different "hubs" to gather and redistribute pas-
sengers. On the other hand, passengers prefer
direct, nonstop flights. Airlines may charge
more for these direct flights, but price also af-
fects customer satisfaction. At a certain thresh-
old, customers would rather fly a route with
one stop than pay the additional fee to fly non-
stop. This scenario is the perfect setup for a
multi-objective optimization problem. Teodor-
ovič and Krčmar-Nožič addressed this problem
in 1989, which provided the basis for this re-
search.

There are two assumptions central to the
model in this paper. First, it is assumed that
the successfulness of flight frequency is deter-
mined by maximizing profit and customer sat-
isfaction. Secondly, it is assumed that competi-
tive carriers also fly each of the routes. Addi-
tional carriers are necessary to provide compe-
tition and create an incentive for high customer
satisfaction levels.

Total profit is determined by ticket sales
and cost of flying a route. Customer satisfac-
tion is determined by numer of passengers and
schedule delays. Schedule delays represent
how far a flight departure time is from a cus-
tomer’s desired departure. If there are greater
schedule delays, it is assumed there will be
less customer satisfaction. Similarly, if very
few passengers are flying with a specific car-
rier on a route, it is assumed that this is a direct
result of customer satisfaction levels.

III. THE MODEL

The examples below use data from Teodorovič and
Krčmar-Nožič’s "Multicriteria Model to Determine
Flight Frequencies on an Airline Network under
Competitve Conditions."9

Equations

Total profit is determined by the following
equation:

Pp = Âk
i=1

ciµi Na
ip

Âm
i=1 Na

ij
� CiNip

Where:
i = route index
p = index for airline company
j = competitve carrier index
k = number of routes
ci = cost of ticket
µi = average number of passengers wanting to
fly
Nip = flight frequency on route i, carrier p
m = number of competitive carriers
Nij = flight frequency of competitive carriers
a = constant where 1 < a < 2
Ci = cost to carrier

Profit will be maximized in the multi-
objective equation.

Customer satisfaction depends on passen-
gers and schedule delays, represented in the
two equations below:

Total Passengers:

Tp = Âk
i=1

µi Nipa

Âk
j=1 Nija

With the same variable representation as
above.

Schedule Delay:

Sdp = Âk
i=1

µiTNa�1
ip

4 Âm
j=1 Na

ij

Where:
T = time bracket when customers want to
travel

Number of passengers will be optimized,
while delays will be minimized.
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Constraints

There are also constraints that must be
taken into account. First, some routes have re-
stricted flight frequencies due to government or
competitive airline agreements. Second, while
the overall goal of the carrier is to make a profit,
some routes must incur losses in order to max-
imize other routes. However, there are some
routes for which a company may want to guar-
antee a profit. Setting a maximum flight fre-
quency can guarantee a profit for certain routes.
Finally, a company cannot schedule more seat
hours than they have planes for. Any routes
not limited by the above constraints must take
into accounting the remaining available seat
hours.

Constants

In the example provided by Teodorovič and
Krčmar-Nožič, each route has a set average
ticket price, total cost of route, block times,
average number of passengers wanting to fly
that route, maximum flight frequency as de-
termined by one of the three constraints and
flight frequency of a single competitive carrier.

IV. RESULTS

In this thesis, I did not investigate Pareto and
Genetic Algorithm Opimization.

Looking at the graph of just one flight route
(See Figure 2), it is possible to see that Pareto
optimization will not be possible for this prob-
lem. Profit and number of passengers both in-
crease at a fairly constant rate. However, time
delay is also increasing, and the goal is to min-
imize time delay while maximizing profit and
passengers. Regardless of the starting point,
increasing one parameter would inevitably de-
crease the others. This makes every point a
Pareto optimum. The problem then becomes
an issue of weights that must be determined
by a decision maker. That method will be dis-
cussed in Part II below.

Figure 2: Profit, Passengers and Delay v.
Flight Frequency
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I. Monte Carlo Optimization

Teodorovič and Krčmar-Nožič used a Monte
Carlo inter programming technique to solve
the problem of airline flight frequency over a
number of routes. This was incorporated into
an interactive method that relied on input from
a decision maker.

They began by defining an ideal point.
They found this by solving the three optimiza-
tion equations separately - maximizing profit,
maximizing total number of passengers and
minimizing total delay. They solved the equa-
tion 50 times using 500 trial points each time.
As they increased the number of trial points,
they were able to estimate the upper bounds for
the three equations. Maximum profit was esti-
mated at 920,000; maximum number of passen-
gers at 20,000; and minimum delay at 10,000.
This became the ideal point.

The next step in the interactive method is
to define aspiration levels. These are decided
by the decision maker based on the ideal point.
They set aspiration levels for the first iteration
at 900,000; 18,000; and 13,000 for profit, passen-
gers and time lost respectively.

After setting aspiration levels, they used
the Monte Carlo method to find the optimum
point weighted to these levels. The decision
maker was able to see the results and deter-
mine whether the achieved numbers were ac-
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ceptable. If the decision maker approved of the
results, they could accept the flight frequencies
determined by the computer. Otherwise, the
decision maker was responsible for setting new
aspiration levels. This process was repeated un-
til an acceptable solution was found.

In the paper, they achieved the optimum
point on Iteration 4. Desired levels were
880,000; 17,000; and 15,000 for profit, passen-
gers and time delay. The achieved levels were
885,017; 17,993; and 15,266. Although time de-
lay was slightly higher than the decision maker
wanted, this was counterbalanced by the higher
profit and passenger levels.

These levels were achieved by the flight fre-
quencies found in Table 1.

Table 1: Achieved Results

Route&
Index&

Flight&
Frequency& &&

Route&
Index&

Flight&
Frequency&

1& 6&
&

21& 6&
2& 4&

&
22& 13&

3& 4&
&

23& 4&
4& 6&

&
24& 2&

5& 3&
&

25& 3&
6& 7&

&
26& 13&

7& 2&
&

27& 7&
8& 2&

&
28& 6&

9& 3&
&

29& 4&
10& 1&

&
30& 13&

11& 8&
&

31& 4&
12& 7&

&
32& 2&

13& 5&
&

33& 7&
14& 8&

&
34& 0&

15& 7&
&

35& 5&
16& 3&

&
36& 5&

17& 0&
&

37& 8&
18& 0&

&
38& 4&

19& 16&
&

39& 3&
20& 6& && 40& 6&

Profit&earned& && 885,017&
Passengers&flown&

&
17,993&

Total&time&loss& && 15,266.30&
!

This interactive Monte Carlo method allows
a decision maker to find the optimum solution
based solely on a computer generated ideal
point.

II. Weight-Based Optimization
In attempting to solve this problem, I decided
to use weight-based optimization.

I generated data for the first five routes us-
ing the data found in Appendix 1. The Matlab
code for this can be found in Appendix 2. The
results of this programming can be seen in
Table 2.

Table 2: Detailed Results of First Five
Routes

Route # Frequency Profit Passengers Delay 

1 1 7365.00 187.3000 46.8266 
  2 17516.00 430.3000 53.7896 
  3 29000.00 700.0000 58.3333 
  4 41430.00 988.6000 61.7881 
  5 54608.00 1292.2000 64.6080 
  6 68409.00 1608.2000 67.0074 

2 1 5977.00 115.9647 44.9363 
  2 14713.00 266.4170 51.6183 
  3 24771.00 433.3826 55.9786 
  4 35765.00 612.0656 59.2939 
  5 47500.00 800.0000 62.0000 
  6 59852.00 995.6518 64.3025 

3 1 29500.00 250.0000 168.7500 
  2 69410.00 574.3000 193.8428 
  3 114300.00 934.3000 210.2171 
  4 162730.00 1319.5000 222.6670 
  5 213950.00 1724.7000 232.8294 
  6 267500.00 2146.5000 241.4760 

4 1 22670.00 152.3000 159.9637 
  2 54400.00 350.0000 183.7500 
  3 90470.00 569.3000 199.2717 
  4 129620.00 804.1000 211.0733 
  5 171200.00 1051.0000 220.7066 
  6 214800.00 1308.0000 228.9031 
  7 260160.00 1573.8000 236.0701 
  8 307060.00 1847.3000 242.4596 

5 1 5479.00 90.7000 51.0278 
  2 13925.00 208.4000 58.6156 
  3 23793.00 339.0000 63.5670 
  4 34668.00 478.8000 67.3316 
  5 46340.00 625.8000 70.4046 
  6 58676.00 778.9000 73.0193 
  7 71585.00 937.1000 75.3055 
  8 85000.00 1100.0000 77.3438 
!

For the first iteration, I decided to put all
the weight on maximizing profit, disregarding
passengers and time delay. Total profit was
$787,821.00, there were 7,698 passengers and
a delay of 692.59 minutes. I then compared
these numbers to the frequencies of the first
five routes as determined by Teodorovič and
Krčmar-Nožič. They had a profit of $505,497.00,
5,187 passengers and a delay of 641.44 minutes.

Although profit was considerably larger,
there was also a large increase in delay. For
the first five routes, there was a difference of
51.15 minutes. If this is extended to the re-
maining 35 routes, the total difference in delay
jumps to 409.19 minutes. This is an unaccept-
able increase. As a result, additional weight
was placed on time delay.

In the second iteration, I placed more em-
phasis on minimizing time delay. I also limited
the available number of planes to the number
that had been used by Teodorovič and Krčmar-
Nožič in the first five routes. Routes 1, 2 and
5 all experienced small changes in time delays.
Consequently, all routes had high frequency.
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Route 3 had a much larger time delay dif-
ference between the first and last frequency. At
frequency three, profit nearly doubled from
frequency two, which justified the increase in
delay. However, the percentage of increase to
profit from a frequency of three to four was no
longer high enough to justify the time delay
increase.

Finally, the time delay to Route 4 increased
slower than in Route 3, but faster than the
other routes. However, the profit increased
much more dramatically than any of the oth-
ers. There were five remaining available planes,
which resulted in a frequency of five for Route
4.

Table 3: Weights v. Monte Carlo Results
(Iteration 2)

!
Weights!

Monte!
Carlo!

Profit! $413,793!! $505,497!!
Passengers! 5215! 5187!

Delay! 632.64! 641.44!
!

This second iteration saw a dramatic de-
crease in all three areas. Table 3 shows the
comparison between this iteration and the final
decision by Teodorovič and Krčmar-Nožič.

Passengers and time delay are only slightly
different from Teodorovič and Krčmar-Nožič’s
model, but profit is considerably smaller. The
difference in these five routes was $91,704.00,
which if expanded over the 40 total routes be-
comes $733,632.00. Again, this was considered
unacceptable, and a third iteration began.

In the third iteration, I made minor changes
to the frequencies, paying attention to both
profit and time delay. I also had to keep in
mind the available number of planes. The re-
sults from this iteration can be seen in Table
4.

Profit and passengers were both higher
than their counterparts in Teodorovič and
Krčmar-Nožič’s model. Further, time delay
was only slightly higher. There was a differ-

ence of 6.47 minutes for the first five routes,
which would be about 51.77 minutes for all 40
routes. This difference in delay was acceptable,
and these frequencies chosen.

Table 4: Weights v. Monte Carlo Results
(Iteration 3)

!
Weights!

Monte!
Carlo!

Profit! $528,107!! $505,497!!
Passengers! 5515! 5187!

Delay! 647.91! 641.44!
!

To reduce the time delay further, it would
also be necessary to reduce the frequency on
one of the most profitable routes. This would
result in a drastic profit decrease, without a sig-
nificant decrease in time delay. An additional
delay of six minutes is a much smaller problem
than losing $20,000.

Because we are only looking at the first five
routes, it is important to note that any compar-
ison between the results I found and those of
Teodorovič and Krčmar-Nožič has a degree of
unreliability.

V. CONCLUSION

Using a computer to perform Monte Carlo sim-
ulations is the most effective way of solving
this problem. The researchers were easily able
to perform multiple iterations of all 40 routes
simultaneously to find the best solution. Using
the weights method, it took me much longer
to determine what I considered to be the best
solution. I also was only able to compare five
routes at a time. Further, I needed a starting
point or an idea of what an optimal solution
should be in order to determine whether my
solution was a reasonable answer. One of the
benefits to the Monte Carlo interactive method
is that the decision maker did not need a lot
of background in order to make reasonable
choices, other than the beginning ideal point.
Even so, the ideal point was found before the
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experiment began by the computer and did not
require the input of the decision maker.

VI. APPLICATION

The true test in finding the best method is its
applicability to real-life situations. In this sec-
tion, I will discuss how an airline carrier deter-
mines flight route frequency and whether or
not the above methods are beneficial.

Southwest Airlines is one of the most
successful domestic airline companies in the
United States. At the end of 2013, Southwest
celebrated their 41st consecutive year of prof-
itability.8 This included a number of years
of financial instability in the airline industry.
They even managed to expand their presence
in the United States and make a profit during
the early 1990s, when most other companies
were cutting back.

There are a number of factors that have led
to Southwest Airline’s success. The three ma-
jor points of Southwest’s business model are
shared goals, shared knowledge and mutual
respect.2 Additionally, I would argue that the
flight route schedule plays a very important
part in this success. They have been able to
maximize airtime by minimizing loading times
and the amount of time a plane spends on the
ground. It is important to minimize the time a
plane spends on the ground in between flights,
because a plane cannot be profitable on the
ground. Southwest has managed this by in-
creasing efficiency, but also flying to smaller,
less busy airports. These airports are less likely
to have unexpected and uncontrollable delays.
However, Southwest must also keep in mind
where customers want to fly to maintain cus-
tomer satisfaction and increase the number of
passengers on each flight. Finally, Southwest
Airlines only uses one plane model. This has a
number of benefits. First, it allows Southwest
to fly ’short-haul’ flights instead of a hub-and-
spoke schedule. Rather than flying planes in
and out of a central location where most of the
maintenance takes place, Southwest only needs
someone knowledgable about a single type of
plane at each of their locations. This helps keep

maintenance times down and allows them to
fly where their customers want to go.

As discussed above, most airlines use a
hub-and-spoke route schedule. This is gen-
erally more profitable, because it helps keep
planes full and increases the number of long-
haul flights. Southwest flies mostly short-haul
flights. The amount of time a plane spends on
the ground, unprofitable, is the same whether
it is doing a long-haul or short-haul flight.
Once in the air, the cost is proportional to the
number of miles flown. Therefore, short-haul
flights generally either have more expensive
ticket prices or makes less of a profit.

However, Southwest has demonstrated that
it is a very successful, profitable company. This
makes it a very interesting casestudy for flight
route scheduling.

At a 2006 CELDi (Center for Excellence in
Logistics and Distribution) Conference, Alex
Heinold addressed this issue.

The Southwest strategy is to fly as many
nonstop flights as possible, make the schedule
convenient for the customer, and keep costs
low.3 In other words, they are concerned about
customer satisfaction and profit.

There are two methods they use to design
schedules: the ’seed’ method and rebuilding
from scratch.

In the Seed Method, schedulers have to
manually make adjustments to a previous
schedule, attempting to increase profit and
customer satisfaction. Different factors that
affect these changes include seasonal/weather
changes, additional aircraft and changes in the
competitive environment.3 The advantage to
this type of design is that the schedule main-
tains some continuity. However, changes to the
schedule are difficult to make and it is easy to
be stuck with inconvenient flights.

Rebuilding a schedule from scratch allows
the scheduler to look at a much larger solution
space. Using an algorithm, they are able to
work through all the possible solutions to find
the one that works best for their goals. The
benefit of rebuilding a schedule from scratch
is that they are able to evaluate each flight to
see whether it is a good match. Unfortunately,
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this can cause discontinuities in the schedule,
which could be unsatisfactory to frequent cus-
tomers.

Southwest has only rebuilt their schedule
from scratch two times. In October 2004, they
did a major schedule change via this method.
They had to use it again in 2006 after Hurri-
cane Katrina.3 They started by recovering as
many reservations as possible using the Seed
Method. Once these had expired, though, they
rebuilt the entire schedule in order to optimize
the change in available routes.

In conclusion, genetic algorithms and
Monte Carlo simulations are great methods for
creating new schedules entirely from scratch.
They are the most efficient and effective ways
to quickly find the best solution. However, us-
ing weights and allowing a decision maker to
analyze the data manually is an effective way
to make small changes in between large over-
hauls. In this method, though, it is essential
to have a starting point, which is best found
by either a genetic algorithm or a Monte Carlo
simulation.

8
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ZLWK� WKH� IROORZLQJ� REMHFWLYH� IXQFWLRQV�� PD[LPL]LQJ�
SURILW��PD[LPL]LQJ� WKH� QXPEHU� RI�SDVVHQJHUV� IORZQ�
DQG�PLQLPL]LQJ� WKH� WRWDO� VFKHGXOH� GHOD\� RI�DOO�SDVVHQ�
JHUV�ZLWK� WKH�JLYHQ� VHW�RI�FRQVWUDLQWV��
:H� ZLOO� GHVFULEH� LQ�PRUH� GHWDLO� WKH� VROXWLRQ� WR�

GHWHUPLQLQJ� IOLJKW� IUHTXHQF\� LQ�RUGHU� WR�DFKLHYH� PD[�

LPXP�SURILW�DV�JLYHQ�E\�UHODWLRQV������������������������
DQG� ������ 7KLV� LV�D� QRQOLQHDU� SURJUDPPLQJ� SUREOHP�
ZLWK� LQWHJHU�YDULDEOHV�� 7KH� 0RQWH� &DUOR� LQWHJHU�SUR�

JUDPPLQJ� WHFKQLTXH� LV�XVHG� WR�VROYH� LW��$� ODUJH�QXPEHU�
RI� FRPSXWHU� H[SHULPHQWV� DUH� PDGH� ZLWK� GLIIHUHQW�
QXPEHUV� RI� WULDO�SRLQWV�� 7KH� WLPH� QHHGHG� WR� VROYH� D�

SUREOHP� ZLWK� ���� WULDO�SRLQWV� RQ� D�+RQH\ZHOO� '36� ��

FRPSXWHU� ZDV� DURXQG� ��PLQXWHV�� ZKLFK� LV�YHU\�DFFHSW�

DEOH� FRQVLGHULQJ� WKH�SUREOHP� VL]H� ����YDULDEOHV��� ([�

SHULPHQWV� ZLWK� ������ ������ ������ ������ DQG� ������
WULDO�SRLQWV� ODVWHG� ORQJHU�DQG� GLG� QRW� JLYH� VLJQLILFDQWO\�
EHWWHU� FULWHULD�YDOXHV�� 7KH� SUREOHP� ZDV� VROYHG� ���WLPHV�
ZLWK� ���� WULDO�SRLQWV� LQ�HDFK� UXQ��'LIIHUHQW� VROXWLRQV�
ZHUH� REWDLQHG� VLQFH� D�QHZ� VHW�RI�SRLQWV� ZDV� UDQGRPO\�
JHQHUDWHG� HDFK� WLPH�� DQG� WKH� ODUJHVW� SURILW� ZDV�

���������
,W�ZDV� QRWHG� WKDW� DIWHU�D� UHODWLYHO\� VPDOO� QXPEHU� RI�

UXQV�� WKH�REMHFWLYH� IXQFWLRQ� QHDUV� WKLV�YDOXH�� )LJXUH� ��
VKRZV� FKDQJHV� LQ�WKH�SURILWV� REWDLQHG� DV� D� IXQFWLRQ� RI�
WKH�QXPEHU� RI�WULDO�SRLQWV� LQYHVWLJDWHG�� )LJXUH� ��VKRZV�
WKH� UHVXOWV� REWDLQHG� DIWHU� ��� FRPSXWHU� H[SHULPHQWV�
DQG� DOVR� WKH� UHVXOWV� RI��� H[SHULPHQWV� ZLWK� ���� WULDO�

SRLQWV�� HDFK�� $V� FDQ� EH� VHHQ� LQ�)LJXUH� ��� WKH� XSSHU�
ERXQG� RI� WKH� LQWHUYDO� LQ�ZKLFK� WKH� H[WUHPH� YDOXH�
FULWHULRQ� LV� IRXQG� FDQ� EH� YHU\� TXLFNO\� GHILQHG�� DO�

WKRXJK� LWV� H[DFW� YDOXH� LV�KDUG� WR� FDOFXODWH� VLQFH� D�

GLIIHUHQW� VROXWLRQ� LV�REWDLQHG� LQ�HDFK� FRPSXWHU� H[SHU�
LPHQW��+HUH� ZH� WRRN��������� DV� WKH�XSSHU� SURILW�ERXQG��
6LPLODU� FKDQJHV� LQ�WKH� REMHFWLYH� IXQFWLRQ�ZHUH� RE�

WDLQHG� ZKHQ� WKH� FULWHULRQ� LV�PD[LPL]LQJ� WKH�QXPEHU�
RI�SDVVHQJHUV� IORZQ�RU�PLQLPL]LQJ� WKH� WRWDO� VFKHGXOH�

GHOD\� IRU�DOO� SDVVHQJHUV�� 7KLV� SURGXFHG� WKH� IROORZLQJ��

������"XSSHU� ERXQG� IRU� QXPEHU� RI� SDVVHQJHUV�
IORZQ�

������"ORZHU� ERXQG� IRU�WRWDO� VFKHGXOH� GHOD\�

VR�WKH�LGHDO�SRLQW� LV� ��������������������������WKDW�
UHPDLQV� IL[HG� GXULQJ� WKH�SURFHVV� RI�ILQGLQJ� WKH�PRVW�

VDWLVIDFWRU\� VROXWLRQ��
,Q�WKLV�H[DPSOH�� WKH�DXWKRUV� WRRN� WKH�UROH�RI�GHFLVLRQ�

PDNHU�� 7KH� LQLWLDO� DVSLUDWLRQ� OHYHOV�ZHUH� JLYHQ�E\��

'HVLUHG�SURILW� ��������
'HVLUHG� SDVVHQJHU� QXPEHU� �������
'HVLUHG� WLPH� ORVV� �������

7KH� 0RQWH� &DUOR� LQWHJHU�SURJUDPPLQJ� WHFKQLTXH� ZDV�

XVHG� WR� VROYH�PLQ�PD[� SUREOHP� ����� ZLWK� WKH� JLYHQ�
LGHDO�SRLQW� DQG� LQLWLDO�GHVLUHG� FULWHULD� OHYHOV��
7KH� IROORZLQJ� VROXWLRQ� ZDV� REWDLQHG��

,WHUDWLRQ� ��

'HVLUHG� SURILW�
3URILW� HDUQHG�
'HVLUHG� SDVVHQJHU� QR��

3DVVHQJHU� QR��

'HVLUHG� WLPH� ORVV�

$FWXDO� WLPH� ORVV�

��������
��������
�������
�������
�������
��������

$V� WKH� GHFLVLRQ� PDNHU� H[SUHVVHV� KLV� SUHIHUHQFH�

WKURXJK� DFFHSWLQJ� RU� QRW� DFFHSWLQJ� FHUWDLQ� FULWHULD�

YDOXHV�� WKHVH� YDOXHV� DUH� VKRZQ� WRJHWKHU� ZLWK� WKHLU�

JLYHQ� DVSLUDWLRQ� OHYHOV�� 7KH� IOLJKW� IUHTXHQFLHV� IRXQG�
DUH�PLVVLQJ��

,Q� DQDO\]LQJ� WKHVH� UHVXOWV� LW�FDQ� EH� VHHQ� WKDW� WKH�
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Appendix 2: Matlab Code 
Appendix(2:(Matlab(Code(
(
Profit(on(a(specific(route:(
(
function(z(=(profit((c,(B,(u,(m,(Nw)(
close(all(
if(m(<(20(
((((x(=(1:m;(
else(x(=(1:20;(
end(
y(=(c*u;(
w(=(y/(Nw^1.2);(
z(=((w*x.^(1.2)(J(B*x);(
figure(1)(
plot(z,'ro')(
(
Passengers(on(a(specific(route:(
(
function(y(=(passengers((u,(Nw,(m)(
if(m(<(20(
((((x(=(1:m;(
else(x(=(1:20;(
end(
w(=(u/(Nw^1.2);(
y(=((w*x.^(1.2));(
figure((2)(
plot(y,('bo')(
(
Delay(on(a(specific(route:(
(
function(w(=(delay((t,(u,(Nw,(m)(
if(m(<(20(
((((x(=(1:m;(
else(x(=(1:20;(
end(
p(=(4*(Nw)^(1.2);(
y(=(u*t;(
w(=((y*x.^(0.2))/p;(
figure(3)(
plot(w,('mo')(


